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Parameters describing the H bond in DNA
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We analyze the parameters present in the Morse potential and van Zandt potential to describe the hy-
drogen bonds in DNA using the quasicontinuum model applied to the low-frequency vibrational modes.

PACS number(s): 87.15.By, 87.15.He
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where a=&2. 2.5 A ' [2,8] and V0=0.06 eV [3] for a
single hydrogen bond.

The van Zandt potential [1,2] and its harmonic ap-
proach is written as
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with o'=1.05 eV/A . (This value can be computed, for

Recently, van Zandt [1,2] and Techera, Daemen, and
Prohofsky [3] have diverged about the realism of the pa-
rameters of the potential used in Ref. [1] to describe the
hydrogen bonds in the DNA molecule. One of the major
disagreements is in regard to the depth of the potential
and the dynamical behavior around the stable minimum.

In this Brief Report we use the quasicontinuum model
[4] to study the low-frequency motions in DNA and ana-
lyze the parameters used by those authors.

The quasicontinuum model uses the harmonic ap-
proach of the H-bond vibrations. In this way, we expand
the potentials around the stable minimum and calculate
some wave numbers of low-frequency oscillations. The
results are compared with some experimental data; in this
respect caution is needed because the low-frequency
motions are treated in a very simple way. We must keep
in mind that, doing that, the quasicontinuum model can
lead to an unrealistic picture. There are more elaborate
models to study the low-frequency motions that give us a
more realistic scheme for DNA (e.g., Refs. [5—7]). How-
ever, the results of Ref. [4] are in reasonable agreement
with the experimental data and it is this aspect that we
will explore in this paper.

Techera, Daemen, and Prohofsky [3] use the Morse po-
tential

V (y)= V (1—e «)

and the harmonic approach is given by
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and
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where g is the difference between the phase angles of the
ribbons (for A-DNA we get /=0. 972m and for 8-DNA
we get /=0. 783m ); c is the velocity of light; (m ) is the
total mass of DNA molecule divided by the total number
of its base pairs ((m ) =1.0224X10 '

g); n is the num-
ber of base pairs and g (n}, H, and r are related to the
form of the DNA [for A-DNA~g(n) =11/n and
H/2r= 1.49, for 8-DNA~g (n) =10/n and H/2r
=2.06]. In these equations the subindices stand for
twistlike and accordionlike modes.

We have, in our approach, the spring constant for one
H bond given by

k~=2Voa =1.50 eV/A =0.240X10 erg/cm

k, =o =1.05 eV/A =0.168X10 erg/cm

(6)

(7)

for the Morse and van Zandt potentials, respectively. Us-
ing the values in Eqs. (4) and (5) we obtain the wave num-
bers for segments of DNA. In the quasicontinuum model
the large segment of DNA has the wave number given by
n=24. This number corresponds to a typical intact seg-
ment of DNA. The theoretical results and the experi-
mental data are shown in Table I.

example, by the relation o /V0 =42 A with V0=0.025
eV given in Ref. [2].)

In the quasicontinuurn model the DNA double helix is
described by two ribbons linked by springs, with the same
force constant k, . We have two kinds of vibrations:
twistlike and accordionlike oscillations. The frequency of
oscillations are as follows [4]:
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TABLE I. Wave numbers of twistlike and accordionlike motions calculated for A- and B-DNA and
the experimental data [9].

poly-(C-G )8'

poly-(mix) l~

poly-(mix) 24

'Reference [10].
Reference [11].

19.9
32.0
17.1

22. 1

11.4

Morse
potential

3-DNA B-DNA
Vf &a Vt &a

53.7 30.1

16.6 8.1

26.7
14.3

18.6
9.5

van Zandt
potential

2-DNA B-DNA
Vg &a Vt &a

44.9 25.2

Experimental
data

3-DNA B-DNA

22+2

15

Table I shows that the low-frequency vibrations in the
quasicontinuum model with the parameter o. used by van
Zandt [1,2] describe approximately the experimental re-
sults. Raman measurements on poly-d(G-C)s 2-DNA
and poly-(mix)&z 8-DNA showed that the low-frequency
resonances were at 22+2 and 18+2 cm ', respectively,
while the corresponding values for the accordionlike
modes calculated with the van Zandt morsel leads to
v, =25.2 and 18.6 cm '. Two other low-frequency
modes v, =14.3 and 16.6 cm ' can be obtained with
these modes, corresponding to the 12- and 15-cm
bands observed experimentally for B-DNA and A-DNA,
respectively. These results should be improved if we take
a small value for o (o.—=0.81 eV/A ).

On the other hand, the parameters used in the Morse
potential (a and Vo ) are not appropriate to describe these
oscillations. In Ref. [3] the authors point out Vo =0.044

0
eV (k~=1.l eV/A ) as the value indicated by experi-
ence. This number greatly improves the results. We ob-
tained v, =25.7 cm ' for poly(C-G)s A-DNA, v, = 18.9
cm ' for poly(mix)&2 8-DNA and when n=24 we got
v, = 17.0 and 14.6 cm ' for A- and B-DNA, respectively.

We notice that these values are approximately the same
as those obtained with the van Zandt potential.

Then, the quasicontinuum model allows us to conclude
that the Morse potential with Vo=0.04 eV and a =&2
2.5 A ' and the van Zandt potential with cr =1.05 eV/A
yields, practically, the same values for the low-frequency
motions, at least when we treat the harmonic approxima-
tion. This conclusion corroborates van Zandt's argumen-
tation in Ref. [2] about the dynamical behavior around
the stable minimum of these potentials. We also notice
that Vo =0.06 eV is not a good value to describe the low-
frequency motions in this way, which agrees with the ex-
perimental arguments used in Ref. [3]. Finally, the
present study points out that the model would be im-
proved by increasing the parameters of the potentials.

However, these conclusions are constrained to the sim-
ple quasicontinuum model, and it would be interesting to
do other tests to confirm the tendency observed here.
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